
Linux Kernel Building 
and Modification—A 
Conceptual Guide

• As mentioned in class, it is tricky to give specific but 
widely applicable instructions for building the Linux 
kernel—there are differences across distributions and 
versions, and these change over time

• It is, however, possible to specify something in general, 
and that what this guide is

• Ultimately, exact “turnkey” steps can only be given for 
a particular distribution and version of the Linux 
kernel—they do not change a lot within short periods, 
but they do change

• Indeed, the discovery and inference of these exact 
steps for a given distribution and version—with the 
support of general guidelines and prior distribution- or 
version-specific documentation—is an integral part of 
this exercise

• Just be careful:
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(Kidding.  Sort of.)



• Acquire the kernel source code

• Acquire prerequisite software

• Linux kernel code supports multiple architectures—be 
aware that not all source files will apply to your build

• Configure the kernel (for your architecture)

• Start the actual build sequence

• Install the build products

General Building Steps

Building Tips

• Acquire your kernel source code via version control, so 
you can track your modifications against the original 
version (commit management, branching, etc.); also 
easier to update/upgrade that way

• Learn how to “baseline” your source code (clean out 
build products; reset configuration files; eliminate all 
modifications) so that you can start over (completely 
over in some cases)



General Mod Steps

• Locate the system call listing file(s) (these may vary by 
target architecture)

• Append your system call to this list

• Learn how to “point” the kernel to your system call’s 
implementation code (this is equivalent to declaring a 
function or interface)

•Write your system call

• Include your system call code in the build script

As you can see, this is as “starter” as it can get—but it 
should be a decent baseline:

Want to see a “real” system call?  You have the source 
code—they’re all in there!

A Starter System Call

#include <linux/kernel.h>

asmlinkage long sys_hello(void) {
    printk("Hello world\n");
    return 0;
}



Show It Off
• After successfully building and installing your 

modified kernel, reboot the computer (whose kernel 
you just modified and installed)

• How do you know that your system call is there?  Call 
it!—You should be able to do so using the same pattern 
shown in the system call sample code

• Remember that printk does not go to standard output—
monitor the system log file to see it work

• Pass it on: make a software patch, write up instructions

• Thus, instead of the poor soul on the first page of this 
guide, you can be this (well, for Linux):
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